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Figure 4.1 represents the Cit of Denver, Colorado s trigger for review. All
demolition requests, both partial and full, submitted for a building listed as an individual
Denver landmark, or located within a local historic district are subject to review. For a
partial demolition, if a building is not listed as a landmark, and not located within a local
historic district, then no further review is required. Additionally, Denver s historic
preservation staff reviews every total demolition application, regardless of the age of the
building.95 Currently, the City of Newton reviews all demolition requests for buildings
fifty years or older. Changing the ordinance to include review for all total demolition
applications seems unnecessary. Newton only has one staff member who reviews all
buildings not located within one of the cit s four local historic districts, and adding more
applications could be a large burden for the staff member. Additionally, over 83% of the
buildings in Newton are over fifty years old and already requires historic review.
Figure 4.2 represents the City of Boston s trigger for review. Similar to Denver,
Boston s review includes a majority of the cit s building inventor . Boston requires
review for all buildings located in its downtown area96, an alternative inclusion to
Newton s existing trigger for review that could possibl be beneficial. Newton s diverse
thirteen village downtowns are an important part of the cit s make up and histor , as
explained in the previous chapter. The policy addition of reviewing all village center
buildings might benefit the community as a whole. Additionally, the City of Boston
requires review for all buildings located in Harborpark and in a neighborhood design
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overlay district. If a building is not located in one of the three designated areas listed,
review is only required if the building is fifty years or older.
Figure 4.3 represents the City of Chicago, Illinois demolition review process
trigger. Chicago is the only one of the three policy alternatives listed that is specific to
only reviewing total demolitions for buildings that are city designated. The buildings
requiring review are rated red or orange in the Chicago Historic Resources Surve .97
Buildings in the cit rated red possess some architectural feature or historical
association that made them potentially significant in the broader context of the City of
Chicago, the State of Illinois, or the United States of America. A building that is rated
orange possesses some architectural feature or historical association that made them
potentially significant in the context of the surrounding community.98 Any application
that is submitted for a building neither rated red or orange does not require further
review. Supplementary research is required to learn how frequently this survey is
updated.
A possible missing factor in the City of Newton is large scaled surveying. A
majorit of the cit s historic preservation staff s time is committed to demolition dela
reviews. Due to this notion, little surveying and few National Register for Historic Places
designations have been an unfortunate reality in recent years. Until a solution to this
problem is put in place, Chicago s process for trigger of review cannot be considered for
the City of Newton because of insufficient building data. Nevertheless the concept of
creating a list based upon staff surveying could be beneficial to Newton, in addition to
keeping an age trigger.
97
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4.2 Initial Staff/Community Review Process
In this section the author will review policy alternatives of the initial staff and
community review step of the process. Once an application is triggered for review, a staff
member(s) or member(s) of the commission are allotted a certain amount of time to
conduct initial research. This review is typically done in order to determine whether or
not the demolition application must be heard in a public hearing; or in the City of
Denver s case, communit review is required in order to further review.

Figure 4.4: The City of Denver’s Initial Staff/Community Review Process.
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Figure 4.4 represents the City of Denver. Denver is unique in the sense that the
city relies on the community for saving of non-designated buildings threatened by
demolition. If an application comes in for demolition of a designated building, no further
review is required because the building cannot be demolished. Once an application is
submitted for a non-designated building, the staff has ten days to determine whether or

47
not a building has potential for designation, but it is up to the communit to actuall
submit an application for designation.99 If the staff initially finds that the building has no
potential for landmark designation, then a Landmark Demolition Approval is issued. If
the staff does determine that the building has potential for landmark designation, a sign is
posted in front of the building. After this, the community has either twenty one days to
submit a complete designation application, with the associated fee; or fourteen days to
file intent to appl

and within twent eight days of the sign posting, file a complete

designation application, with the associated fee. If the community submits the application
in time, then the landmark designation process continues. If no designation application is
filed, then staff issues a Landmark Demolition Approval.

100

Furthermore, it is much

more expensive for non-owners to submit an application, than it is for the current
building s owner. This polic alternative could possibl be somewhat beneficial to
Newton. It would reduce staff time on non-designated buildings; and it would give the
community the opportunity to have their voices and concerns heard louder. Today in
Newton, it is possible for the community to initiate designation a building, but this
alternative would provide them with a better strategic process and more urgent deadline.
Figure 4.5 represents staff preliminary review in the City of Phoenix, Arizona. In
Phoenix only designated properties are subject to review, and staff only has three days to
make an initial determination.101 If within that short time, staff determines that the
building is of no historical or architectural value, and its loss would not adversely affect
the integrity of the overlay district and adjacent properties, then no further review is
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required and the building can be quickly demolished. On the other side, if staff does
determine that the building is of either historical or architectural value, or its loss would
adversely affect the integrity of the overlay district and adjacent properties, then the
demolition review process continues to the next step. Because the Cit of Newton s
historic preservation staff currently has fifteen initial days to make a determination of
whether or not a building has historical significance, which serves a positive safety net,
the policy alternative would more than likely be detrimental to Newton.
Figure 4.6 signifies staff review and participation in San Francisco, California.
Similar to Phoenix, review is only triggered in San Francisco for designated buildings.102
In contrast to Phoenix, every designated building s application is immediately sent to a
meeting, with prior staff review. Included in the staff review is three weeks prior to the
meeting, the applicant, known as the project sponsor, must submit draft project
graphics (plans, renderings, etc.) to the historic staff, known as the project planner with
the associated fee. Two weeks prior to the meeting, the project planner submits a draft
staff report to the commission s designated team leader for review. Ten da s prior to
the meeting, all sponsor material and public comment must be submitted and included in
the commission packets. Lastly, one-week prior, the project planner must deliver a
complete commission packet to the commission s secretar .103 As discussed in the
previous section, this policy alternative would only be possible if Newton had a stronger
surveying and National Register designating system in place, and the necessary staff
time. Additionally, both Figure 4.4 and 4.6 mention a fee. It could be beneficial to the
City of Newton to introduce a fee for demolition review applications.
102
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Figure 4.7 represents the City of Denver104, and Figure 4.8 represents the City of
Pittsfield, MA.105 In Denver once a decision is made that no further review is necessary,
staff issues a Certificate of Non-Historic Status that is valid for five ears. In Pittsfield,
once the no further review necessar determination is made, staff issues a predetermination that is valid for one ear. This section proposes a polic alternative for
Newton s not historic or not preferabl preserved determinations. Currentl , those
determinations have no expiration date as there is not one specified in the cit s
ordinance as discussed in the previous chapter. Both figures represent a scenario that
could take place during the cit s demolition review process, but also one that, as seen in
the cases of Denver and Pittsfield, a developer or homeowner could initiate before filing
for a demolition application. This alternative could be very beneficial to the City of
Newton. For the situations that a developer or homeowner initiates this policy alternative,
the purpose is that for the one or five-year span, the property requires zero historic
preservation review for any type of project. This alternative saves the time and efforts of
a developer, historic staff member, or a building owner attempting to sell. Additionally,
this alternative ensures that review will be required in the future if the building is not torn
down, and it has possibly retained historical or architectural significance that was not
acknowledged prior.
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4.4 Public Hearings Process
In the following section the author will review policy alternatives for the public
hearing process. As discussed in chapter two, the public hearing step can be critical to the
imposing demolition s public awareness and communit involvement. All aspects of the
application, applicant s and communit s input, and research conducted are taken into
account at the public hearing, and it is there that it is voted upon whether or not to impose
a demolition delay.
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Figure 4.9 represents the City of Boston s public hearings process. Boston stands
out in the fact that it requires demolition applicants to hold a public meeting specifically
for the communit prior to the Landmark Commission s formal public hearing.106 The
community meeting must be held within forty five days of the application submittal, and
the applicants are required to notif the project s abutters at least seven da s prior to the
meeting. Additionally, an email containing information regarding the community meeting
must be sent to interested community members, preservation groups, and interested
elected officials.107 Proof of the community meeting must be submitted at least twenty
four hours prior to the Commission s meeting, and at the Commission s public hearing, a
determination is made on whether or not to impose a delay. The process provides the
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community and project abutters with a sense of further understanding of what exactly is
being proposed on the property site. Currently abutters and other interested individuals
are only able to see the agenda prior to the meeting, unless they come into City Hall to
view the application, and typically are discouraged to learn that the information they were
seeking is not in the cit s initial project file. It could be beneficial to the City of Newton
to put the task of informing the community, abutters, and interested historic preservation
enthusiasts on the applicant However, due to the fact that currently in Newton if the
application is for total demolition, then plans are not required to be submitted, and the
applicant would most likely have very little to show and discuss at the community
meeting. The motive for the ordinance not requesting plans is due to the fact that the
initial staff and board s decisions are solel based upon the existing building. An
opportunity to be further explored might be requiring a community meeting if the
applicant returns to the Newton Historical Commission to request a waiver. At the time
of a waiver of delay request, plans are required.
Figure 4.10 represents the City of Philadelphia s demolition dela public hearing
process, or lack thereof. Once review is triggered, notice of the proposed demolition is
posted on all of the building s street fronts within seven da s of the application s
submittal. The commission has sixty days to determine whether or not there is any
objection, and no public hearing is required.108 This policy would not be beneficial to
Newton; however an addition to the existing policy should be explored regarding the
notification provided to the community and abutters of proposed demolition sites.
Currently the City of Newton practices similar signage techniques for properties
Cit of Philadelphia, Historic Preservation Ordinance, accessed March 16, 2015,
http://www.phila.gov/historical/PDF/ordinance.pdf.
108
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attending Special Permit Public Hearings, as well as posting notice in local newspapers.
This policy alternative could be beneficial to the Newton Historical Commission as
community and abutter input is important to the process.
Figure 4.11 represents the Town of Weston, Massachusetts process once review
is triggered. There is little to no preliminary staff review, and every applicant that triggers
review is required to attend within twenty one days of submittal, an initial commission
meeting for significance determination.

109

If the building is voted not significant, then

no further review is required. If the building is voted significant, then a public hearing is
held within thirty days of the first vote to determine whether or not to impose a delay.
Currently in Newton the agendas for the public meetings are already very lengthy, and
the allowance of historic staff to be able to conduct initial site visits, typically with the
commission s chair, and internally sign off on up to half of the applications has proven
beneficial to the Cit of Newton s demolition dela process. This process has allowed the
commission during its public hearing, to be able to spend more time reviewing the
buildings that have been pre-determined to have some sort of historical significance.

4.5 Delay Period
The delay period is the most significant and key step in the process. The imposing
of a demolition delay guarantees a temporary halt to the building s demolition. The
dela s purpose is to create a difficult hurdle in the demolition process, and has been
proven successful in demolition delay ordinances all around the country. Due to possible
economic, social, and time constraints that might be placed upon a homeowner,
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contractor, or developer, the dela furthers the building s chances of being saved from
the wrecking ball.

56

Figure 4.12 represents the Cit of Denver s lack of demolition dela . If the
historic commission supports a building s designation, then the application is sent to cit
council. The city council has ninety days to vote whether or not to grant the building
landmark designation. If the building is not granted landmark designation, then the
building can be torn down. Once a building is designated as a landmark by city council,
the building can never be torn down and is saved from the impending demolition.110 .
Similarly, in Newton once a building is designated a landmark, it is nearly impossible to
demolish the building. This alternative further pushes a demand for the City of Newton to
implement a policy that makes it possible to survey, nominate, or even designate
deserving buildings at a higher rate.
Figure 4.13 comes from the City of Phoenix, where even a designated building is
not automatically given permanent protection, instead only a demolition delay is imposed
for the building. The dela s length varies in two years with the deciding factor being
whether or not a building is landmarked.111 At the public hearing, if the vote is in favor of
the demolition application then the building can be demolished. If the vote is against the
110
111

City of Denver.
City of Phoenix.
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demolition application, then a one-year delay is imposed for non-landmarked buildings,
or a three-year delay is imposed for a landmarked building. Parts of this policy could be
beneficial to Newton in the sense that the length of delay for buildings either listed on or
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places could be increased.
Lastly, Figure 4.14 represents the Cit of Boston s demolition dela period.
Boston s implementation of demolition dela is similar to Newton. At the public hearing
the Landmarks Commission votes whether or not it is in favor of the application. If the
commission is in favor, then demolition is given the green light. If the vote is against the
application, then a ninety-day delay is imposed.112 This delay period is much shorter than
the City of Newton s and could be detrimental to Newton if accepted. Currentl ,
Newton s demolition dela period s length is one of the Newton Historical Commission s
greatest weapons against developers. By looking at the various types of delays given, if
any, Newton must begin to consider how effective the current delay is against the
demolition of buildings on which a delay is imposed.

4.6 Post Delay-Imposed Staff Review

112

City of Boston.
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Post delay-imposed staff review is a successful policy in Newton. However it is
one that could benefit from minor improvements. Figure 4.15 represents the City of
Phoenix, and its further staff review requirement. An applicant has exactly one year since
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the dela s expiration to provide the commission with a reuse plan for the site, have the
plans approved, obtain a building permit, and complete the work. Phoenix s requirement
of an approved reuse plan to all buildings that have had a delay imposed still allows
staff and the community an opportunity to provide input into the demolition project.113
By implementing a policy such as this in Newton, a developer would not be able to find a
loophole in Newton s demolition dela process b simpl waiting out a dela . If this
policy appears too extreme, a tactic could be to only use this policy alternative for
buildings listed on the National Register of Historic Places. This specific group of
buildings has national historic significance and is arguably more worthy of saving.
Lastly, Figure 4.16 represents the City of Chicago, and is different in the sense
that a ninety-day delay is automatically given once the review is triggered. It is not until
after a delay is imposed that staff further review and research the property to determine
whether or not the building is worthy of landmark protection.114 Newton could benefit in
looking further into whether a building should be designated after a delay is imposed,
especially those listed on the National Register of Historic Places. However, as discussed
earlier Newton s historic staff s time is alread limited, and this policy alternative would
prove challenging.

4.7 Policy Alternatives Conclusion
By examining the various steps taken during the demolition delay process, as well
as contrasting policy alternatives implemented all around the country, the City of Newton
can begin to explore options for new policies, major and minor additions to existing
113
114

City of Phoenix.
City of Chicago.
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policies, and have a further understanding of not onl what is and isn t currentl working,
but also what aspects of the ordinance can be improved upon. Newton s trigger for
review is currently successful and does not need any major change, however in the
section of initial staff and community review, the notions of further community
involvement and application fees were explored. Additionally, the author explained the
possibility of having a deadline for the determinations in which either the historic staff or
the commission decided in favor of the demolition application. The section regarding
public hearings further reiterated the importance of community input in the demolition
delay process, and a suggestion was made for applicant held community meetings in the
case where the applicant is applying for a demolition delay waiver. The importance of the
actual delay period was next discussed, and the proposal of extending the delay,
specifically for buildings listed or eligible for listed on the National Register of Historic
Places is touched upon. Lastly, additional occurrence of staff review and requirements
after a delay has been imposed further enforces the ordinance and its goals. In the next
chapter the author will provide recommendations for the Cit of Newton s Demolition
Delay Ordinance, with many of them stemming in whole or in part from policy
alternatives discussed in this chapter.
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